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Abstract: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has the characteristic of being a truly global idea,
and its global features could give rise to the assumption that national dynamics are secondary or
even irrelevant. However, while CSR policies may be of a global nature, recent research suggests
that lasting national institutions and distinctive ideological traditions determine corporate decisions.
In this study, we analysed the 2004–2014 decade from a panel data sample of 6600 observations
from 600 large, internationally listed companies, and based on multivariate statistical methods,
we contrasted the relevance of national identity in the sustainable behaviour of companies with
the discovery of important national discrepancies, which corroborates that the country of origin of
companies offers a series of facilities and barriers for the development of CSR practices. Companies,
depending on different pressures and expectations, care about what is important in their own country.
Thus, the corporations coming from Nordic countries—recognised as welfare states—are presented
as the leaders in sustainable behaviour, highlighting in the social aspect the proper treatment of their
employees and interest groups. They are followed a step below by companies whose country of
origin is located in Southern Europe, which prioritise environmental reports. Organisations whose
headquarters are centralized in North American countries are in a very delayed position, especially
in environmental performance, giving greater preference to ethical issues.

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR); national identity; country of origin; multivariate
statistics; social sustainability; sustainable development; environmental management

1. Introduction

Corporate Social Responsibility (hereafter CSR) dates back to the 1950s, which marks the modern
era of CSR when formal writing on the subject began (Carroll 1999). Since then, there have been
many definitions and a large amount of research, both theoretical and empirical; even so, CSR means
something, but it is not always the same to everyone, as there is no widely accepted definition. Since
the term was first used, debates have existed as to its meaning and key elements (Whetten et al. 2002;
Davis 1973). Defining what CSR is an arduous and complex task, because it is not a physical reality
but rather a social construction, in which each individual looks from the perspective of his or her
own knowledge, skills, and interests. However, there are several common components, such as the
reference to three areas of responsibility: economic, social, and environmental, without forgetting
the interlocutors or stakeholders to whom the company is responsible, as well as the voluntary
nature of these responsibilities. The integrated nature of CSR is also present in the strategy, policies,
and operations of companies in order to adjust to social pressures and achieve a legitimacy that
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guarantees success and survival (Scott 1995; Oliver 1991; DiMaggio and Powell 1983). CSR can be seen
as that set of responsibilities that the company assumes before society, which will change, because the
circumstances and the sensitivity of the actors change.

Consequently, a universal definition of CSR is inherently problematic in view of the national
differences in business systems, and the resulting differences in the contexts and functions of the
various stakeholders in the same (Matten and Moon 2008). CSR has the characteristic of being a
truly global idea, and its global features could give rise to the assumption that national dynamics
are secondary or even irrelevant; however, while CSR may be of a global nature, recent research
suggests that it is applied differently according to political, economic, social, legal, and cultural
contexts (Gjølberg 2009).

Commonly, the term ‘sustainability’ is associated with caring for the environment, although
the company and the environment are obliged to understand each other; that is, it is not conceived
that a company that is considered as sustainable neglects its environmental processes; there are two
other areas in which an organisation must be sustainable: the social one—with the aim of achieving
an adequate relationship and fluid communication with the company’s stakeholders, as well as the
defence of the labour rights of its employees, and the economic one—with the aim of achieving a
transparent management and correct distribution of the wealth that is generated. In this paper, based
on panel data of 6600 observations from 600 listed firms arising from 18 countries, we show the
national discrepancies in sustainability practices based on protection of the environment and social
cohesion during the 2004–2014 decade. Through multivariate statistical methods, which enable us
to identify the main underlying characteristics of a large volume of data and prioritise the visual
results in search of a more accessible language for researchers in the field of global sustainability,
we trace the results only in a factorial plane, representing the consensus structure of all of the years
and facilitating the visualisation of countries’ behaviour patterns in reference to the development
of their CSR practices. More specifically, sustainable commitment at the national level is studied,
focussing on the virtues and deficiencies according to the country of origin of the companies. (i) As a
first step, through an X-STATICO analysis, the relevance of worldwide CSR practices is characterised,
with the aim of establishing which practices are commonly the most demanded and developed by all
companies, and finding those social practices with an importance similar or close to environmental
ones. (ii) Secondly, based on an analysis of Tucker3, which examines the relationships between deeper
interactions, the development and evolution of these practices is determined according to the country
of origin of the companies, showing the importance of national identity in the development of them.

So, the main contribution of this document to the literature is the identification of the virtues
and deficiencies in national sustainability systems, which will allow recognising where it is most
necessary to adopt or improve CSR practices. Thus, the primary objective of the study is the
usefulness of these data as an essential tool for politicians and public managers in the decision-making
processes, facilitating the design of more effective policies through knowledge of the main concerns
and expectations of the countries that lead to a greater CSR commitment.

The paper is organised into five additional sections following the introduction. The following
section describes the theoretical background, focussing on the influence that the country of origin
effect has on the sustainability of the company through international comparative studies. The next
section details the data sample and describes the methodology used, providing a novel new way to
map national CSR patterns with panel data sets. We continue to show the empirical results obtained
with important national discrepancies on practices of corporate social responsibility, their discussion,
and present the main conclusions of the study.

2. Theoretical Background

The ideological traditions and distinctive national institutions still shape and channel crucial
corporate decisions; thereby, institutional theory is based on the assumption that, with respect to the
same issue, two organisations may embrace different responsibilities, including when they operate
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outside their country of origin (Pauly and Reich 1997). Corporations are embedded within a broader
social structure that has been long established within institutional theory; it encompasses different
types of institutions, and exercises a significant influence on the decision making of companies
(Gjølberg 2012; Ioannou and Serafeim 2012; Campbell 2007). Whitley (1992). We refer to this as the
‘country of origin effect’, where the national origin of that corporation plays an important role in the
commitment level to CSR.

There is also extensive and important research focussed on the study of the influence of the
characteristics of the institutional environment on the sustainable behaviour of companies, which,
through comparative studies at an international level that address CSR issues, has found substantial
differences in the practices of CSR between countries, as systematically explained by coercive and
normative institutional pressures (Martínez-Ferrero and García-Sánchez 2016). Normative pressures
emanate from the cultural values of the business environment, since, as a result of different cultural
conditions—which imply different norms or forms of behaviour—local stakeholders show different
expectations regarding business behaviour (Bustamante 2011). These investigations conclude that
companies are more likely to behave in a socially responsible manner and show that they are more
sensitive to the publication of CSR reports in feminist and collectivist societies, and, to a lesser extent,
in societies with low power distance (in societies with low power distance, people strive to equalise
the distribution of power and demand the justification of inequalities of power; on the contrary, a high
power distance implies that it is distributed vertically, in an unequal way), orientation in the long term,
tolerance to uncertainty, and high values of indulgence (Esteban et al. 2017; García-Sánchez et al. 2013;
Ringov and Zollo 2007). Coercive pressures derive from rules, standards, or laws that determine
the legal system of a country for the development of sustainability practices. There are numerous
studies that evaluate the influence of these pressures on sustainable business behaviour, and conclude
that companies located in countries regulated by civil law and with strong application of the law
show greater interest in CSR practices and the dissemination of information than those governed
by common law. The studies also show that those who operate in institutional environments
with a large and developed legal system oriented to the protection of interest groups are more
likely to act in a socially responsible manner (Amor-Esteban et al. 2017; García-Sánchez et al. 2016;
Kolk and Perego 2010). In addition, other national institutional conditions, such as regulatory
effectiveness, competitive conditions, and civic engagement, are very important factors and influence
the CSR penetration (Halkos and Skouloudis 2016).

However, institutions are often associated with the characteristics of the country, which are
collectively known as the national identity or country of origin. Ideological and institutional legacies, as
well as historical experience, direct the practices and strategies of organisations (Pauly and Reich 1997).
On the other hand, Filatotchev and Stahl (2015) argue that multinational organisations endeavour
to meet the demands of local stakeholders and at the same time achieve global consistency in their
CSR profile. Therefore, the corporations’ approach to CSR is influenced by both the local and global
institutional context, resulting in a ‘transnational’ approach, where the expectations of local and global
stakeholders are balanced. Several researchers (Campbell 2007; Pauly and Reich 1997; Whitley 1992)
have emphasised that distinctive ideological traditions and lasting national institutions determine
corporate decisions. Consequently, the underlying nationality of the company is considered a key factor
to explain the nature of the organisations’ commitment to CSR. In addition, most global multinationals
are strongly rooted in their country of origin (Noorderhaven and Harzing 2003).

This document does not affirm that the effect of the country of origin is the only factor that explains
the CSR variation, but proposes that differences at the national level are a key factor that must be taken
into account in understanding why organisations differ in their approach to CSR. This assumption is
based on multiple examples of comparative studies between different countries, which illustrate clear
differences between the interpretation and practice of CSR (Dypdahl 2015). Thus, behind this approach,
Matten and Moon (2004), Habisch et al. (2005), Campbell (2006), and Lenssen et al. (2006) were the first
authors to theorise about the relationship between CSR and national contexts. Matten and Moon (2004)
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suggested that CSR is applied differently according to the legal, economic, cultural, and political
context in which the company operates; Habisch et al. (2005) corroborated this fact in their book
Corporate social responsibility across Europe. Campbell (2006) demonstrated that the characteristics of the
national context impose different expectations and pressures on business behaviour, so that companies
develop their CSR practices according to these specific demands. Lenssen et al. (2006) mapped CSR
patterns to national economic, social, and political institutions, since the different pressures faced by
companies causes them to vary their behaviour in order to comply with the laws and professional
guidelines of their environment.

In this sense, Welford (2004) showed that companies care about what is most important in their
countries; thus, Hong Kong companies emphasise the internal aspects of CSR; Singaporean firms focus
on external CSR; and Norwegian organisations give preference to social policies. More specifically,
several investigations reveal these differences between two regions, a limited number of countries,
or only one dimension. Maignan and Ralston (2002) pointed out that United States (US) companies
have a lower commitment than European companies to environmental matters; however, they focus on
codes of ethics and philanthropic CSR more broadly than the European firms. Aaronson (2003) showed
that United Kingdom (UK) companies offer more extensive disclosures than US companies, since
they have made national and global CSR a priority. Baskin (2006), in his study on CSR in emerging
markets, and Jamali et al. (2009), in their assessment of managerial perspectives for CSR in three
neighbouring Middle East countries (Lebanon, Syria and Jordan), support the institutional interaction
between state policies, the discretionary activities of the private sector, and civil society activism to
shape the penetration of CSR in national contexts. Tang and Li (2009) argued that there are significant
differences between rule-based and relationship-based societies; in the former, companies tend to
demonstrate a greater commitment to CSR. So, for example, among the BRIC countries (Brazil (B),
Russia (R), India (I), and China (C)), companies from India, which is a rule-based society, take first
place in good corporate practices, whereas the Chinese organisations, as China is one of the most
authoritarian, occupy last place. Witt and Redding (2011) studied the social variations in CSR values of
the top executives of five economies (Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, and the US) and stated
that the conceptualisation of CSR and the approach of stakeholders differ among the main executives
of different institutional environments. Florini and Saleem (2011) and Grauel and Gotthardt (2016)
showed the differences between countries in relation to the activities related to climate change,
and according to their origin, legal regulation, and political systems, and pointed out that Japan,
Spain, and France present very contrasting institutional characteristics with diverse judicial and legal
traditions. Ariztía et al. (2014) presented how Chile and Brazil, as old developing countries, show an
increasingly important role of CSR discourses and practices with ethical consumption activities.

The empirical examples suggest that CSR is influenced by the country of origin, and that the
individual characteristics of the company are decisive for CSR also when the company has supervised
operations (Bustamante 2011). These specific characteristics of the company, which are also known
as ‘company identity’ or ‘company personality’, are considered a crucial component that influences
the company’s CSR agenda. Thereby, the first hypothesis of our research defends that there are
significant differences in CSR business practices between companies based in different countries. Thus,
Hypothesis H1 is proposed as follows:

H1: The country of origin of the companies determines the level of development and commitment to CSR practices.

In addition, the historical experience of the ideological and institutional legacies leads to thinking
about the existence of similar patterns of business behaviour in companies whose headquarters are
located in geographically close countries, and the existence of greater discrepancies in their profile or
approach to CSR at greater distances among them. Therefore, Hypothesis H2 is proposed as follows:

H2: There is a high level of homogeneity in CSR practices implemented by companies whose country of origin is
located within the same continent, and there is great geographical proximity between them.
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CSR as a corporate practice has been widely recognised in the last decade, and organisations
around the world are increasingly committed to CSR, striving to achieve legitimacy for their
corporate operations. This document, based on comparative multivariate methods, presents a
new and novel way of mapping national CSR patterns and delves into the study of sustainable
business behaviour by determining the development and evolution of CSR practices from different
perspectives—environment, human rights, employees, stakeholders, ethics—according to the country
of origin of the companies. This way characterises the advantages and barriers offered by each country
during the 2004–2014 decade, showing the importance of national identity in the development of
these practices. In addition, it analyses which social practices are most in demand, comparing their
development with the environmental ones that naturally constitute the central part of sustainability.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Population and Sample

The target population considered corresponds to the largest listed companies internationally
because they are the most active in terms of sustainability. The information was obtained from the
database of Ethical Investment Research Services (EIRIS). We selected those companies with complete
information and with a criterion of inclusion of a minimum of 10 companies per country during the
2004–2014 decade, which resulted in a final sample of 6600 observations of 600 listed companies from
the main developed economies (Europe, 50.50%; North America, 25.83%; Japan, 16.67%; and Australia,
7%). Given that the objective of this work is to study the national root of sustainability, companies
are grouped by their country of origin, giving rise to 18 different countries (see Table 1). Noteworthy
is a bias in favour of companies from Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States in line with
the distribution of large listed companies available in EIRIS. The large firms are the most active in
CSR and are models for small firms that operate in their country of origin; therefore, this information
should not generate representativeness problems (Martínez-Ferrero and García-Sánchez 2016).

Table 1. Distribution of companies by country of origin.

Countries Observations % Countries Observations %

1 Australia 462 7.0 2 Austria 44 0.7
3 Belgium 77 1.2 4 Canada 440 6.7
5 Denmark 121 1.8 6 Finland 110 1.7
7 France 429 6.5 8 Germany 407 6.2
9 Italy 143 2.2 10 Japan 1100 16.6

11 Netherlands 165 2.5 12 Norway 66 1.0
13 Portugal 44 0.7 14 Spain 165 2.5
15 Sweden 275 4.2 16 Switzerland 220 3.3
17 United Kingdom 1067 16.1 18 United States 1265 19.1

Total 6600 100.0

It is important to consider the time factor, inasmuch as the period 2004–2014 marks the decade
in which companies have assumed greater commitments in terms of sustainability. This period is
considered as the most prolific period of corporate and academic CSR, due to the effect of technological
development and the consequent access to information on corporate behaviour and the different
pressures that actors can exercise (Martínez-Ferrero and García-Sánchez 2016).

3.2. Variables

The real sustainability practices that will be studied in depth and with which we will characterise
the strengths and weaknesses of each of the countries studied in terms of sustainability are
divided into two dimensions: environmental and social. The measures selected to quantify the
sustainable business behaviour come from a government agency of external evaluation of known
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reputation under the name of EIRIS (Ethical Investment Research Services). EIRIS evaluates
organisations’ integration of social, environmental, and governance factors into their strategies,
operations, and management—with a focus on promoting economic performance, responsible
investment, and sustainable value creation. The evaluation takes into account the efficiency of
managerial systems in implementing environmental, social, and governance objectives, in other
words, the company’s ‘sustainability objectives’. This database provides multiple indicators in the
different areas of sustainability, many of which are oriented to specific countries or certain activity
sectors; however, a set of these measures is available for all countries and sectors, which are used
on a recurrent basis to evaluate the environmental and social sustainable performance by numerous
researchers (e.g., García-Sánchez and García-Meca 2017; Martínez-Ferrero and García-Sánchez 2016;
León 2015; Boudt et al. 2013).

This set of measures consists of 28 CSR practices (see Table 2) that quantify the sustainable
commitment of companies in a reliable way through the EIRIS data base, as well as in a precise
way through each practice evaluating the level of commitment of the company on a scale of 0 to 4
(where 1—weak, 2—moderate, 3—good, and 4—exceptional). This quantification is also complete
and balanced, since its evaluation includes the different approaches of the companies. These include
the following. (i) The care and protection of the environment: the EIRIS agency makes reference
to the preservation of the environment in relation to the waste disposal, decontamination, energy
expenditure, or climate change through the valuation of the policies, systems, and reports, as well
as the quantification of the impact of its commercial processes. (ii) Safeguarding human rights:
the practices are aimed at evaluating the policies, systems, and reports of companies in the adoption
of codes of conduct related to the elimination of forced or child labour, discrimination, or working
conditions. (iii) The defence of employees’ labour rights: these measures correspond to internal
CSR, encompassing initiatives aimed at promoting equal opportunities and improving the quality
of work, both contractual and physical, such as practices aimed at to maintain good health and
safety conditions, employee participation, and work for the disabled or training. (iv) The deal with
stakeholders: these variables refer to relationships with the external part of the company, such as
practices aimed at maintaining good relations with customers, suppliers, consumers, or the community,
among others, as well as encompassing initiatives that inform the impacts on the present and future of
the company; in addition, they also refer to practices for fluid communication with all stakeholders,
establishing a mutually beneficial relationship. (v) Business ethics: these refer to the policies and
systems in place to combat political corruption and the establishment of ethical values that must be
fulfiled in all areas of the company.

Table 2. Composition of Corporate Social Responsibility Practices. EIRIS: Ethical Investment
Research Services.

Environmental Dimension

Environment

ENV1 Environmental policy How does EIRIS rate the company’s environmental policy and
commitment?

ENV2 Environmental systems How does EIRIS rate the company’s environmental management system?
ENV3 Environmental reporting How does EIRIS rate the company’s environmental reporting?

ENV4 Environmental
performance

What level of improvements in environmental impact can the company
demonstrate?

Social dimension

Human Rights
HR1 Human rights policy What is the extent of policy addressing human rights issues?
HR2 Human rights systems What is the extent of systems addressing human rights issues?
HR3 Human rights reporting Does the company report on human rights issues?
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Table 2. Cont.

Employees

EMP1 Equal opportunities
(policy)

How good is the company’s policy on equal opportunity and diversity
issues?

EMP2 Equal opportunities
(systems)

How clear is the evidence of systems and practices to support equal
opportunities and diversity?

EMP3 Health and safety systems How clear is the evidence of health and safety systems?

EMP4 Trade unions and
employee participation How clear is the evidence of systems that manage employee relations?

EMP5 Training How clear is the evidence of systems that support employee training and
development?

EMP6 Job creation and security How clear is the evidence of systems and practices that advance job
creation and security?

Stakeholders
STH1 Community relations How clear is the company’s commitment to community or charitable work?

STH2 Customer/supplier
relations policy

Does the Ccmpany have policies on maintaining good relations with
customers and/or suppliers?

STH3 Community involvement How clear is the evidence of systems that maintain good relations with the
community?

STH4 Responsibility for
stakeholders How many stakeholder issues have been allocated to board members?

STH5 Stakeholder engagement What level of engagement with stakeholders is disclosed by the company?
STH6 Stakeholder policy How good are the company’s policies towards its stakeholders overall?

STH7 Stakeholder systems How good is the company’s quantitative systems on stakeholder
relationships?

STH8 Stakeholder reporting How good are the company’s management reporting for stakeholders
overall?

Ethics and Governance
ETH1 Codes of ethics Does the company have a code of ethics and, if so, how comprehensive is it?

ETH2 Codes of ethics systems Does the company have a system for implementing a code of ethics and,
if so, how comprehensive is it?

ETH3 Countering bribery policy What is the extent of the company’s policy for countering bribery?

ETH4 Countering bribery
systems What is the extent of the company’s system for countering bribery?

ETH5 Countering bribery
reporting What is the extent of the company’s reporting on countering bribery?

ETH6 Board practice How many of the core elements of corporate governance does the company
have?

ETH7 ESG risk management How well do the board and senior management address company-wide
ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) risks and opportunities?

3.3. Statistical Multivariate Methods

3.3.1. X-STATICO Analysis

Simier et al. (1999) and Thioulouse et al. (2004) presented what they call the STATICO method,
which, in reality, is a combined study of a co-inertia analysis and a STATIS. In this research, we perform
an X-STATICO analysis (co-inertia and X-STATIS, which are described below). The X-STATICO method
is an efficient tool for the simultaneous analysis of a succession of pairs of tables. The flexibility of this
technique comes partly from the co-inertia analysis, which maximises the squared covariance between
the values of the individuals according to two different sets of variables. Figure 1 shows the procedure
scheme on which the X-STATICO analysis is based.
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Figure 1. Diagram of procedure on which the X-STATICO analysis is based.

The data are arranged in two successions of T tables where t refers to the years 2004–2014; the first
succession of Xt tables correspond to the social commitment, and each Xt matrix carries the information
of n individuals (countries) measured on p variables (social practices); another succession of Yt tables
with information on the same n individuals measured on q variables (environmental practices). In this
way, we perform a co-inertia analysis (Dolédec and Chessel 1994) for each pair of tables Yt and Xt;
this is a multivariate method that explores the covariance between two sets of data, and allows the
finding of the common structure between two groups of variables on the same individuals. This is
achieved by finding the successive axes of the two sets of data with maximum covariance, obtaining a
succession of Zt crossed tables of q x p dimensions; that is, each table contains the covariance between
the environmental and social performance of countries, Zt = Y′t Xt.

The next step is to perform an X-STATIS analysis (Jaffrenou 1978) on these Zt tables, where the
rows refer to the practices that evaluate the environmental commitment of the companies and the
columns correspond to those that measure their concern for social welfare (Figure 2). The STATIS
family methods (Structuration de Tableaux A Trois Indices de la Statistique) are data analysis techniques
that have been developed to extract the relevant information stored in three-way data tables; that is,
several two-way matrices indexed by time (Escoufier 1976; L’Hermier des Plantes 1976). The essential
idea of the STATIS methods is to look for a common structure to all matrices, which is called structure
consensus or compromise; for it, scalar products are made between matrices capturing the statistically
significant information. The X-STATIS is a technique belonging to the STATIS family, with a peculiarity,
since, although it is only applicable to the set of matrices constituted by the same individuals and the
same variables in T times or occasions, it has the advantage of not losing the original information,
since it does not use operators. Instead, it works directly with the matrices, which also makes its
procedure easier and allows more representations. This method follows a three-stage scheme: (i) the
interstructure study, (ii) the compromise analysis, and (iii) the intrastructure study.
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i The interstructure study: in the first stage, it is about studying the relationship between the
different data tables, that is, a general comparison of the T data tables’ structure. For this, a matrix
of vector covariances between tables is constructed, so that the element in row t and column l is
Covv( Zt, Zl) = Traza

(
Z′tDqZl Dp

)
, where Zt is the t-table of the sequence, and Dq, Dp are the

metrics for the rows and columns, respectively. Applying a decomposition in singular values to
this matrix, we can reduce the dimensionality and represent this information in an Euclidean
subspace of low dimension, in which each data table (years) is represented as a point. The distance
between points is associated with similarity; that is, two close points correspond to two years
of similar characteristics, and, if we join these points to coordinates origin, we can visualise an
estimate of said similarity in terms of the angles between vectors, associating acute angles with
strong similarities.

ii The compromise analysis: the second stage consists in the compromise analysis, where, through
the vectorisation of the Zt matrices, that is, a linear transformation that converts each matrix
into a column vector, concatenating the constituent columns of each matrix one on top of the
other; so, if we have T matrices, we have a new matrix of T columns and qxp rows, with q being
the number of individuals (our environmental practices) and p being the number of variables
(social practices) that, as we said, should be the same for each matrix. We call this matrix Z.
From a decomposition in singular values of the matrix Z, we get a new matrix known as the
ZV matrix, from which we extract the first column that contains the factorial loads of the first
eigenvector—which carries most of the information—and provides us with the information that
all the matrices have in common, and, unfolding this vector, we obtain the compromise matrix (C).
This matrix synthesises the information of each one of the q individuals in the p variables for the
T times or occasions, ‘filtering the noise’ and representing the statistically significant information:
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the stable structure of the data. If we apply a principal component analysis to this matrix, we can
trace and interpret its structure, where environmental practices (rows of the compromise matrix)
and social practices (columns of the compromise matrix) are represented, which refer to the
information during the T times. With this information, we can interpret the relationships between
the variables of two types (environmental and social) based on how all of the countries behave in
them through the compromise analysis.

iii The intrastructure study: in the third stage, we study the intrastructure (also known as trajectories).
The compromise matrix obtained in the previous stage allows representing the commitment
positions of each of the elements (environmental and social practices) that make up the different
tables. These positions correspond to the average positions of the same. This gives us a
compromise space for the projection of the elements of each of the starting matrices, that is,
the projection of the environmental practices (rows) and social practices (columns) of each year
(each table) in the compromise subspace. Let Vr be the first r eigenvectors of the compromise
matrix. The coordinates of the rows of the Zt table are the rows of ZtDpZr, and the columns are
the rows of Z′tDqUr, where Ur are the first eigenvectors of CDpC′Dq. The trajectories provide
information on the evolution of each of the elements (environmental and social practices),
and show how each table differs from the stable structure. With all this information, we can
determine the relevance of worldwide CSR practices, showing which practices are commonly
the most demanded and developed by all companies, and find those social practices that are
generally implemented within the company with a development that is similar or close to
environmental practices.

The main advantage of this method is that it provides a compromise of co-structures; that is, it first
verifies how the pairs of variables co-exist (co-inertia analysis) and then obtains a commitment structure
that represents these relations and the trajectories during the T times that show the evolution that is
drawn on it. That is, the stable component of the variations in the relationships between the variables
of two cubes is represented, which can be traced, and the graphical results can be very detailed.

3.3.2. Tucker3 Analysis

The Tucker3 model proposed by Tucker (1966) is the decomposition of data from a three-way
array X = xijt, which means that the t tablas (or matrices, which represent t conditions) have I rows
and J columns, where the first mode consists of I subjects, the second is composed by J variables,
and the third one makes reference to the T different times or conditions. The decomposition of this
cube formed by the Xt matrices has the following form (Kroonenberg 2008; Kiers and Kinderen 2003;
Barbieri et al. 1999) (see Figure 3):Adm. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 33 
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where:

1. A, B, and C correspond to each of the modes with I, J, and T dimensions, respectively, to describe
the subject to analyse.

2. P, Q, and R refer to the number of components retained for each of the modes A, B, and C,
respectively, with P ≤ I, Q ≤ J, and R ≤ T.

3. E corresponds to the residual matrix associated with the description of X.
4. G represents the central matrix known as the core matrix of P×Q×R. dimensions, GP×Q×R.

This matrix represents the value by which the product of a single component is weighted, so that
the value and sign of each element of this matrix provides information about the entity of the
interaction between the components of the different modes. In addition, it contains the amount
of variability explained by the combination of said components (P, Q, and R).

Decomposition can be formulated as a factorisation of the XI×J×T three-way data matrix, such
that, every element of our starting data cube (X) can be decomposed with the following equation:

xijt =
P

∑
p=1

Q

∑
q=1

R

∑
r=1

aipbjqctrgpqr + eijt, i = 1, . . . , I; j = 1, . . . , J; t = 1, . . . , T

where:

1. aip bjq, and ctr are the elements of the AI×P, BJ×Q and CT×R charge matrices respectively,
and p, q, r denote the number of components in the modes A, B, and C.

2. eijt is an element of the residual three-way matrix E, which denotes an error term associated with
the description of xijt.

3. gpqr elements weigh the products among the p components of the subjects (first mode, A), the q
components of the variables (second mode, B), and the r components of the different conditions
(third mode, C) and explain the interaction between the factors p, q, r of each of the modes. Those
elements are stored in the core matrix G, of dimensions (P×Q×R). This matrix can be considered
as a generalisation of the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues obtained from the decomposition
into the singular values of a two-way matrix (note that said singular value decomposition forms
the basis of the generalisation of the methods for multiple-way arrays). In addition, the core
matrix G is derived from the matrices of the three modes AI×P, BJ×Q and CT×R as follows:

gpqr =
I

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

T

∑
t=1

aipbjqctrxijt

The first step in the construction of this matrix is to select how many components we retain in
each mode. The first fundamental point is that the components that we are going to retain in each of
the modes do not have to have the same dimension. Normally, in principal components, we conserve
the first two; in this model, it does not have to, and this is the fundamental point, since we can not
only analyse the information that comes in the first components, but also the information that comes
after them; the information that these components contribute is where the new information is really
located that explains the dynamics of the data and the reason for certain phenomena.

When selecting the P×Q× R model with which we are going to work, it is necessary to consider
all of the combinations P× Q× R with P ≤ I, Q ≤ J y R ≤ T. There is no direct rule for choosing
the number of components; we have to know the data and know that, since the more components
we retain in each of the modes, the more complex we will have in the model, we must look at a great
complexity of advantages and disadvantages. However, there are some restrictions incorporated in the
model; in particular, the minimum product rule says that the product of the number of components
in two modes must always be equal to or greater than that of the third modality, so that P×Q ≥ R,
P× R ≥ Q y Q× R ≥ P.
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Once all the possible combinations have been made, the combination that presents a sufficiently
high percentage of explained variance and the simplest of the most stable ones is chosen. The sum
of the number of its components is calculated for each of the models, S = P + Q + R, and, for each
value of S, the one with the highest variance value explained is selected, or equivalently, a lower value
of the residual sum of squares. In this way, we obtain a list in which each of the models has a value
of S. In increasing order of S, the incremental quotient between the residual sum of squares and S is
calculated for each of the models, and we only remain with those models for which their value of the
incremental quotient is similar to the next, that is, the more stable models. Finally, we would select for
our analysis that model of the stable ones with a lower value of S, that is, the simplest among the most
stable. We show in Figure 4, by way of example, where the models positioned in the polygonal line
(blue) are those with the smallest values in relation to the residual sum of squares (vertical axis) for
each value of S (sum of components, horizontal axis); and the vertical line (purple) separates the most
stable models (right) from the least stable models (left). So, for this particular case, the selected model
would be the 3 × 2 × 3 for being the simplest among the most stable.
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Once the number of components to be retained in each mode has been selected, that is, the values
of P, Q and R, we perform the analysis for the simplified model. The first step is to interpret the
elements of the core matrix GP×Q×R that indicate the strength or weight of the relationships between
the components of the different dimensions or modes and provide a value in reference to the amount
of variance explained. Therefore, we stayed with those elements that explain more information.

Once we have selected the elements of the core matrix that we are going to study, we interpret
each of them (e.g., g312 would be an element composed of the third component of the first mode,
the first component of the second mode, and the second component of the third mode). So, when
interpreting the relationships between individuals, variables, and times, it does not only have a place
if the element of G presents a high value, but also the combination of the signs of the four factors of the
term aipbjqctrgpqr. For example, if gpqr has a positive sign (+gpqr) and the product of the components
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pth, qth and rth of the first, second, and third modes, respectively, is also positive; then, the general
effect of the term gpqr

(
aipbjqctr

)
is positive. Symbolically, it is:

[(±)core]× [(±)P× (±)Q× (±)R] = ±interaction

Next, we show a diagram for the interpretation of the elements of the core matrix (see Figure 5).
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In this investigation, the data present a three-way structure, where the A mode of subjects
corresponds to the countries of origin of large international companies; the B mode of variables refers
to international practices that assess the level of sustainability of companies; and, the C mode of
times is in relation to the years of study, which in this case is the 2004–2014 decade. The fundamental
objective of the use of this methodology is to examine the relationships between deeper interactions,
seeking to characterise each of the countries of origin of the companies in relation to the development
of their CSR practices.

A simple way to understand the interactions is in a visual way, so that three sub-graphics
are displayed, one for each mode. Each sub-graphic represents two components in one way,
one horizontally and one vertically; the countries are represented by circular flags, and CSR practices
and the years are represented by vectors, all of them linked to the origin of coordinates. So, when
studying each element, we must take into account each of the signs, since this method not only allows
us to study the interaction, it also enables us to assess whether it is positive or negative and which
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rows (mode A) are the ones that interact with which columns (mode B) and at what times or conditions
(mode C):

â Sign of the elements that appear in the core matrix→ (+/−) core
â Sign of the elements in the studied component of the first mode A→ (+/−) P
â Sign of the elements in the studied component of the second mode B→ (+/−) Q
â Sign of the elements in the studied component of the third mode C→(+/−) R

Any of the three-way study methods provides a more complete view of the problem than the
individual multivariate analyses, but if we also use these techniques in a complementary way, we can
benefit from the advantages of each of them. In this way, if in the previous section, we described the
use of one of the STATIS methods to capture the multivariate character of the data highlighting its
stable part, now, with the Tucker3 method, we emphasise the dynamic part, i.e., what has changed.
More specifically, the Tucker3 method allows us, through the study of deeper interactions than those
studied with other techniques, to characterise in an individual way each of the countries of origin that
are part of the sample, according to their strengths (positive interactions) and weaknesses (negative
interactions) in each of the CSR practices under study. In addition, it’s possible to know if these
interactions change during the study period, and if so, we can know specifically the years in which
they occur.

4. Results

4.1. Characterisation of the Relevance of CSR Practices Worldwide

As a first step, through an X-STATICO analysis, we proceed to analyse the importance of the
dimensions and sub-dimensions of the CSR considered, studying the similarities and differences
that exist between each of the practices, taking into account their grouping in the established
environmental and social dimensions. The data for this analysis are arranged in two cubes of 18 rows
(the countries), with 11 repetitions (the years 2004–2014): a cube with four columns, corresponding
to the environmental variables; and the other with 22 columns, indicating practices related to
social welfare.

The first step of the X-STATICO analysis (Figure 6) is the realisation of a co-inertia analysis
between each pair of tables of both cubes. With this analysis, we seek to find the agreement established
between the countries from the point of view of their environmental practices and from the point of
view of their social practices, so that it provides us with a matrix for each year in which their rows will
be the environmental variables and the social ones their columns, thus facilitating the vision of the
most important relationships between each pair of tables. The second step consists of carrying out an
X-STATIS analysis whose objective is to highlight the stable structure throughout this decade, that is,
to find a ‘middle year’ to represent each of the practices and their relationships in this structure stable,
and show how each of these moves away from said structure.

The first result that this method provides us is an interstructure study of the X-STATIS analysis
after performing the co-inertia analysis, which allows us to reduce the dimensionality and represent the
information in an Euclidean subspace of low dimension, in which each year (data table) is represented
as a point, and joining these points to coordinates’ origin, we can visualise an estimate of said
similarity in terms of the angles between vectors, associating acute angles with strong similarities
(see Figure 7). This representation includes 83.18% of the total variability, and allows the interpretation
of the similarities and differences between the years of study. This representation also indicates which
of these acquire greater importance in the construction of the so-called compromise matrix, that is,
those years that look more like an ‘average year’, which will highlight the stable part of the evolution
of the data over time.
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Acute angles between vectors can be observed, that is, strong similarities between years, produced
in a gradual way, since the first year of the study, 2004, is located in the lower part of the figure, and as
the years increase, they increase their position until they reach 2014, which occupies the highest
position. Therefore, we intuit a constant growth in the commitment of company sustainability in this
decade of study. Also, the ‘average year’, which was most similar to the stable configuration, is seen for
the years 2009 and 2010, which were those closest to the abscissa axis. They were also the intermediate
years of the study, since as we said, the relations are produced in a gradual way.

The next step is the attainment of the compromise matrix, which summarises all of the information
provided by each of the configurations, since this matrix is a global summary of all of the tables.
Therefore, in the subspace created by this matrix, the relationships between environmental and social
variables can be interpreted according to how all of the countries behave in them. This representation
(Figure 8) collects 97% of the information, and in it, two figures can be visualised. The first, which is
located on the left, corresponds to the environmental variables, which are identified as green, and the
second is located on the right, and refers to the variables of social type, distinguished by colours
according to their sub-dimensions. Thus, the red vectors refer to human rights, purple correspond to
employees, orange are in relation to stakeholders, and blue are those referring to business ethics.

In relation to environmental practices, all of them are located in the right semi-plane (quadrants I
and IV); with this information, we understand that the countries with the most sustainable companies
would be positioned on the right side next to these variables, since it would be difficult to conceive that
a country denominated as sustainable presented low values in environmental practices. In reference to
social practices relevance, it is argued that those countries with strong demands for environmental
practices give similar importance to practices aimed at the participation of both employees (EMP4) and
stakeholders (STH5) in the decision making of the company; to the health and safety of these (EMP3),
equal opportunities systems (EMP2), as well as training (EMP5) and job creation (EMP6); systems for
the good management of stakeholders (STH7) to maintain good relations with the community (STH1),
and information disclosure (STH8); all of them located in the right semi-plane (quadrants I and IV) and
maintain a direct relationship with environmental variables. The rest of the variables have an inverse
relationship with the environmental ones, such as equal opportunities policies (EMP1) or policies on
stakeholders (STH6), and those related to human rights and ethics receive less importance.
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In general terms, companies from all over the world give greater importance to their
environmental levels, their relationships with their stakeholders, and the labour rights of their
employees. This is because companies strive to achieve global consistency in their CSR profile,
combined with the need to meet the demands of local stakeholders and trust with their employees,
in order to achieve a proactive image of good prestige and social reputation and therefore, the economic
advantages associated with this commitment.Adm. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  17 of 33 
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The third and last step of this analysis includes the intrastructure study, also known as trajectories,
which allows us to interpret, by the projection of each one of the rows (environmental variables) and
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columns (social variables) of each of the starting tables (years) about the compromise subspace created,
how these relationships vary over time. This representation (Figure 9) has been separated for each
of the variables in order to obtain an individualised view; the vector represents the commitment
position of each variable and the union of the points the trajectory from the first year of study (2004)
to the last (2014). It can be observed that social practices that have a direct relationship with the
environment, that is, those positioned in the right semi-plane (quadrants I and IV), show greater
stability, with homogeneous locations occupying a similar position in the plane during this decade;
this may be because these practices respond to the expectations of the stakeholders that are a very
important part of the company and provide great reliability on the rights of their employees, creating
an image of a responsible and concerned company on their part, internally as well as externally,
workers, stakeholders, consumers, etc. Apparently, these practices have forged a place next to the
environmental ones, acquiring an importance close to these, so that both consumers and any other
interest group of the company no longer simply demand the protection of the environment, but also
the development of systems oriented to labour rights and dealing with different stakeholders that arise
from the employee relationships, transparent dialogue, and participation with stakeholders.
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We find the opposite situation in the rest of variables, those located in the left semi-plane
(quadrants II and III), which extend over a large part of the plane, presenting great instability during
these years, which explains why these practices are not the main requirement of both internal and
external groups of companies. Given the possibility that they are not entrenched in some countries, in
general, these variables refer to business ethics and acquire less importance than the rest. However,
they will certainly have a place in certain companies, a priori; it is to be assumed in less polluting
companies, given the inverse relationship with environmental practices.

4.2. Characterisation of the Relevance of CSR Practices According to the Country of Origin

Once the analysis of the CSR has been established at the global level, in this section, we determine
the development and evolution of these practices, according to the country of origin of the companies.
With a Tucker3 analysis, we examine the relationships between deeper interactions, seeking to
characterise each of the countries of origin of the companies in relation to the relevance of their
CSR practices. The data are arranged in a cube, composed of 11 matrices (the years, 2004–2014),
and each contains 18 rows (countries) and 26 columns (CSR practices). The first step is to select the
number of components to be retained for each of the modes (Figure 10), where mode A refers to
the countries of dimension I = 18 and P components to retained; mode B refers to the countries of
dimension J = 26 CSR practices and Q components to retained; and mode C refers to the years of study,
dimension K = 11, and R components to retained. With the retained components, the core matrix (G) is
created to weight all of the possible combinations of these; plus, it contains the amount of variability
explained for each of these combinations.
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Figure 10. Diagram Procedure Tucker3 analysis.

For the selection of the components, we observe the first results that the method gives us; Table 3
shows us the results of all of the combinations of possible models according to the selection of the
components of each mode, with the significant models marked with ‘*’; Table 4 shows us a summary of
the previous table only with the significant models, that is, those models that have a better explained
variance for a sum of the fixed components.
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Table 3. All Combinations of Possible Models, Tucker3 Analysis.

Summary of All Permissible Analyses with Components Less Than 5 × 5 × 5. Overall Fitted and Residual Sum of
Squares (SS)

Model
Size

Sum of
Components

(S)

Best
given

S

Difference
in Prop. Fit SS(Res) Proportional

SS (Fit)
Proportional

SS (Res)
Number of
Iterations

1 1 × 1 × 1 3 * 0.236 19.85989 0.2362 0.7638 19
2 1 × 2 × 2 5 19.46644 0.2513 0.7487 24
3 1 × 3 × 3 7 19.36555 0.2552 0.7448 31
4 1 × 4 × 4 9 19.30520 0.2575 0.7425 30
5 1 × 5 × 5 11 19.26906 0.2589 0.7411 38
6 2 × 1 × 2 5 19.54406 0.2483 0.7517 24
7 2 × 2 × 1 5 * 0.107 17.07668 0.3432 0.6568 50 M
8 2 × 2 × 2 6 * 0.011 16.80365 0.3537 0.6463 50 M
9 2 × 2 × 3 7 16.78106 0.3546 0.6454 50 M

10 2 × 2 × 4 8 16.77541 0.3548 0.6452 50 M
11 2 × 3 × 2 7 16.17405 0.3779 0.6221 50 M
12 2 × 3 × 3 8 16.13195 0.3795 0.6205 50 M
13 2 × 3 × 4 9 16.10693 0.3805 0.6195 50 M
14 2 × 3 × 5 10 16.10082 0.3807 0.6193 50 M
15 2 × 4 × 2 8 15.92783 0.3874 0.6126 50 M
16 2 × 4 × 3 9 15.83500 0.3910 0.6090 50 M
17 2 × 4 × 4 10 15.79969 0.3923 0.6077 50 M
18 2 × 4 × 5 11 15.78850 0.3928 0.6072 50 M
19 2 × 5 × 3 10 15.67887 0.3970 0.6030 50 M
20 2 × 5 × 4 11 15.61218 0.3995 0.6005 50 M
21 2 × 5 × 5 12 15.58446 0.4006 0.5994 50 M
22 3 × 1 × 3 7 19.47851 0.2508 0.7492 50 M
23 3 × 2 × 2 7 16.31406 0.3725 0.6275 33
24 3 × 2 × 3 8 16.24297 0.3753 0.6247 27
25 3 × 2 × 4 9 16.22352 0.3760 0.6240 50 M
26 3 × 2 × 5 10 16.20727 0.3766 0.6234 50 M
27 3 × 3 × 1 7 * 0.071 14.96000 0.4246 0.5754 50 M
28 3 × 3 × 2 8 * 0.021 14.42526 0.4452 0.5548 50 M
29 3 × 3 × 3 9 14.35978 0.4477 0.5523 50 M
30 3 × 3 × 4 10 14.33347 0.4487 0.5513 50 M
31 3 × 3 × 5 11 14.31549 0.4494 0.5506 50 M
32 3 × 4 × 2 9 13.73359 0.4718 0.5282 50 M
33 3 × 4 × 3 10 13.64108 0.4753 0.5247 50 M
34 3 × 4 × 4 11 13.60055 0.4769 0.5231 50 M
35 3 × 4 × 5 12 13.57635 0.4778 0.5222 50 M
36 3 × 5 × 2 10 13.11528 0.4956 0.5044 50 M
37 3 × 5 × 3 11 13.01122 0.4996 0.5004 50 M
38 3 × 5 × 4 12 12.95215 0.5018 0.4982 50 M
39 3 × 5 × 5 13 12.91216 0.5034 0.4966 50 M
40 4 × 1 × 4 9 19.42840 0.2528 0.7472 50 M
41 4 × 2 × 2 8 16.07294 0.3818 0.6182 34
42 4 × 2 × 3 9 15.99050 0.3850 0.6150 35
43 4 × 2 × 4 10 15.96533 0.3859 0.6141 50 M
44 4 × 2 × 5 11 15.94740 0.3866 0.6134 50 M
45 4 × 3 × 2 9 13.92007 0.4646 0.5354 50 M
46 4 × 3 × 3 10 13.81635 0.4686 0.5314 50 M
47 4 × 3 × 4 11 13.77297 0.4703 0.5297 50 M
48 4 × 3 × 5 12 13.75182 0.4711 0.5289 50 M
49 4 × 4 × 1 9 * 0.032 13.58059 0.4777 0.5223 50 M
50 4 × 4 × 2 10 * 0.039 12.55889 0.5170 0.4830 50 M
51 4 × 4 × 3 11 12.44025 0.5215 0.4785 50 M
52 4 × 4 × 4 12 12.35933 0.5246 0.4754 50 M
53 4 × 4 × 5 13 12.33007 0.5258 0.4742 50 M
54 4 × 5 × 2 11 * 0.030 11.76955 0.5473 0.4527 50 M
55 4 × 5 × 3 12 11.62559 0.5529 0.4471 50 M
56 4 × 5 × 4 13 11.53261 0.5564 0.4436 50 M
57 4 × 5 × 5 14 11.48448 0.5583 0.4417 50 M
58 5 × 1 × 5 11 19.40379 0.2537 0.7463 50 M
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Table 3. Cont.

Summary of All Permissible Analyses with Components Less Than 5 × 5 × 5. Overall Fitted and Residual Sum of
Squares (SS)

Model
Size

Sum of
Components

(S)

Best
given

S

Difference
in Prop. Fit SS(Res) Proportional

SS (Fit)
Proportional

SS (Res)
Number of
Iterations

59 5 × 2 × 3 10 15.88905 0.3889 0.6111 32
60 5 × 2 × 4 11 15.84346 0.3906 0.6094 33
61 5 × 2 × 5 12 15.82271 0.3914 0.6086 50 M
62 5 × 3 × 2 10 13.75725 0.4709 0.5291 50 M
63 5 × 3 × 3 11 13.61220 0.4765 0.5235 50 M
64 5 × 3 × 4 12 13.55278 0.4787 0.5213 50 M
65 5 × 3 × 5 13 13.52812 0.4797 0.5203 50 M
66 5 × 4 × 2 11 12.18121 0.5315 0.4685 50 M
67 5 × 4 × 3 12 12.04418 0.5368 0.4632 50 M
68 5 × 4 × 4 13 11.93868 0.5408 0.4592 50 M
69 5 × 4 × 5 14 11.89604 0.5425 0.4575 50 M
70 5 × 5 × 1 11 12.37526 0.5240 0.4760 50 M
71 5 × 5 × 2 12 * 0.029 11.01160 0.5765 0.4235 50 M
72 5 × 5 × 3 13 * 0.006 10.85058 0.5827 0.4173 50 M
73 5 × 5 × 4 14 * 0.006 10.70568 0.5882 0.4118 50 M
74 5 × 5 × 5 15 * 0.001 10.66897 0.5897 0.4103 50 M

Note: * = best solution for a given value of the sum of number of components. M = maximum number of iterations
was reached.

Table 4. Combinations with Better Fit, Tucker3 Analysis.

Sum of Components Model Size Difference in Prop. Fit Prop. SS (Fit)

1 3 1 × 1 × 1 0.23616 0.2362
7 5 2 × 2 × 1 0.10705 0.3432
8 6 2 × 2 × 2 0.01050 0.3537
27 7 3 × 3 × 1 0.07091 0.4246
28 8 3 × 3 × 2 0.02057 0.4452
49 9 4 × 4 × 1 0.03249 0.4777
50 10 4 × 4 × 2 0.03930 0.5170
54 11 4 × 5 × 2 0.03036 0.5473
71 12 5 × 5 × 2 0.02915 0.5765
72 13 5 × 5 × 3 0.00619 0.5827
73 14 5 × 5 × 4 0.00557 0.5882
74 15 5 × 5 × 5 0.00141 0.5897

Table 4 shows the models with the best fit, a priori, the selected model results from the 5 × 5 × 2
combination, since the greatest amount of variability is sought, and the difference in the adjustment of
the following models is insignificant (around 1%). Another interesting option would be to choose the
previous model resulting from the combination 4 × 5 × 2, since its proportion would only decrease
by 3%, and we would have a component that is less in the first mode. In addition, to facilitate the
selection of the model, you can use the so-called ‘scree plot’ in which all of the possible models are
represented based on the sum of the number of its components against the residual sum of squares
(Figure 11). It can be seen that the chosen model 5 × 5 × 2 has the lowest sum of residual squares for
those models that have the same sum of the number of components; in addition, it is the first of the
most stable, since, in the later ones, the reduction in the sum of residual square is negligible.
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Once the model is selected, we perform the same analysis, but setting the number of components
to be retained in each mode as 5 × 5 × 2. One of the first results obtained are those of Table 5, which
represents the amount of variance explained by each of the components retained in each of the modes.

Table 5. Variance Explained by Modes and Total, Tucker3 Analysis.

Mode Variance Total
Components by Mode

1 2 3 4 5

A Countries 0.576 0.243 0.125 0.102 0.065 0.041
B CSR Practices 0.576 0.241 0.128 0.087 0.063 0.057
C Years 0.576 0.498 0.079

Total variance explained 0.576

It can be seen that we obtained an amount of 57.60% of the information, which is a percentage high
enough, considering that a cube of 18 × 26 × 11 has been reduced to one of 5 × 5 × 2. The next step is
the analysis of the core matrix (Table 6), where we obtain the values of the residual sum of squares
and the percentages of variance explained for each of the combinations of the components retained
by mode. When identifying those elements of the core matrix that we are interested in interpreting,
we select those with a higher percentage of variability, which will be the ones that provide us with the
greatest amount of information. In addition, in the sum of squares, the signs are shown to interpret the
interactions between the components.
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Table 6. Core Matrix, Tucker3 Analysis.

CORE MATRIX

Mode 2 Components Mode 2 Components

Sum of Residual Squares Variance Explained (%)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Mode 3,
Component 1

Mode 1
components

1 2.45 −0.09 0.03 −0.09 −0.06 23.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.09 1.46 −0.62 −0.16 −0.01 0.00 8.30 1.50 0.10 0.00
3 −0.07 0.64 1.15 −0.65 −0.01 0.00 1.50 5.10 1.60 0.00
4 0.05 0.09 −0.40 −0.47 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.90 3.00
5 0.08 0.22 0.41 0.71 0.53 0.00 0.20 0.60 2.00 1.10

Mode 3,
Component 2

Mode 1
components

1 −0.24 −0.10 0.23 0.03 0.38 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.60
2 0.21 0.60 −0.01 0.53 0.06 0.20 1.40 0.00 1.10 0.00
3 0.23 −0.48 −0.05 −0.19 0.44 0.20 0.90 0.00 0.10 0.80
4 −0.27 −0.32 −0.42 −0.36 −0.18 0.30 0.40 0.70 0.50 0.10
5 0.01 0.12 0.00 −0.02 −0.21 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.20

Those elements selected for interpretation have been highlighted, obtaining an explained variance
of 41.60%. Next, we analyse each of the elements, showing the graphical results for the three modes,
so each graph will represent two components in one way, one horizontally and one vertically;
and, together with the results obtained from the core matrix, the interactions between countries,
CSR practices, and years will be interpreted.

The first element of the core matrix that is interpreted is G111, in which we analyse the first
component of each mode (Figure 12); this element absorbs 23.20% of the total variability. Given that
this element is positive (2.45), those countries that are located in the right semi-plane (quadrants I
and IV), that is, those that obtain positive values in the first component of mode A, as shown in the
first figure, present a positive interaction with the practices of CSR that are also located in the right
semi-plane (quadrants I and IV) of the second figure (positive values in the first component of mode B)
in all of the years of study, since all of them obtain positive coordinates by positioning themselves in
the right part of the third figure.

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (+) × CSR Practices (+) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)

Although depending on the country of origin of the companies, we can identify specific
characteristics in the development and evolution of CSR practices, the analyses carried out allow us to
speak of highly similar patterns for those companies whose headquarters are located in geographically
close countries. In this sense, the commentary on the results obtained will be made for groups of
countries whose companies show similar sustainable behaviour. Thus, for these groups of countries,
the main characteristics observed in the development of CSR will be determined.

Thus, during the 2004–2014 decade, companies whose country of origin is located in southwestern
Europe (Portugal, Spain, France, Belgium), as well as in Finland and Denmark, prioritise their
practices in environmental issues, as well as systems that promote equal opportunities, participation,
and training of their employees (EMP2, EMP4, EMP5), and good community relations, participation,
systems, and reports on their stakeholders (STH1, STH5, STH7, and STH8).

In the same way, observing the opposite semi-planes, that is, the countries and practices with
negative coordinates in the first components of their modes, it is evident for all of the years that the
companies whose headquarters are centralised in North American countries, such as the United States
and Canada, stand out for their high values in those practices aimed at ethical issues and human rights,
as well as policies in favour of equal opportunities (EMP1) and policies towards their stakeholders
(STH6), or the importance of these as board members (STH4) and relations with the community (STH3).

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (−) × CSR Practices (−) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)
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It should be noted that the structure found for the first components of the three modes has a
very high degree of similarity when compared to the results of the X-STATICO analysis (see Figure 8),
where we observe that the variable ‘equal opportunities policy (EMP1)’ is the one that is separated
from the rest of the practices in relation to dealing with employees, also losing its relationship with
the environment; we find the same case with the variables towards the interest groups, ‘community
involvement (STH3)’, ‘responsibility for stakeholders (STH4)’, and ‘stakeholders policy (STH6)’;
likewise, we find the low degree of correlation of the ethical variables and of human rights with the
environment. This shows that these methods should be used in a complementary way to obtain results
that benefit from the advantages of each of them, since they provide results from different points of
view with a strong degree of coherence.
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The second element of the core matrix that is interpreted is G221. This element absorbs 8.30% of
information, and, since it is formed by the second component of the first and second modes and the
first of the third, it is interpreted with the same figure as in the previous case (Figure 12), with the
difference that now, we observe the second components in the first two modes, that is, the vertical axes
in countries and CSR practices. Thus, with this being the positive element (1.46), in all of those years,
those countries and practices located in the upper semi-plane (quadrants I and II) have a positive
interaction.

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (+) × CSR Practices (+) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)

That is, in all of the years of study, the firms in Portugal emphasise the training of their employees
(EMP5), the participation of the community, policies, systems, and reports in favour of the participation
and responsibility of the stakeholders (STH3-4-5-6-7-8), and in the implementation of a code of business
ethics (ETH2).

In the same way, observing the opposite semi-planes, in all of the years of study, the companies
coming from in the Nordic countries—Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden—stand out for
presenting the highest levels in the practices related to human rights (policy, system, and report,
HR1-2-3), good measures to counteract bribery (policy, system, and report, ETH3-4-5), strong practices
in the environment, and a strong commitment to the community (STH1).

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (−) × CSR Practices (−) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)

The third element of the core matrix that is interpreted is G331, which is the third component
of the first and second modes, and the first component of the third mode (Figure 13); this element
absorbs 5.10% of the total variability. Given that this element is positive (1.15), those countries that
obtain positive values in the third component, that is, those that are located in the upper semi-plane
(quadrants I and II), present a positive interaction with CSR practices that are also located in the upper
semi-plane (quadrants I and II) of the second figure, or vice versa in all of the years of study, since all
of them obtain positive coordinates by positioning themselves in the right part of the third figure.

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (−) × CSR Practices (−) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)

Thus, in all of the years of study, the organisations based in Japan and Austria have focussed
mainly on environmental systems and reports (ENV2-3); in addition to the participation of their
employees (EMP4) and the responsibility of their stakeholders (STH4) in decision-making processes,
and systems and reports in the fight to counteract bribery (ETH4-5).

The fourth and fifth elements of the core matrix are interpreted are G451 and G541, which collect
3.00% and 2.00% information, respectively. The results of these elements should only be interpreted
after knowing the results of the other elements of the core matrix with greater variance, understanding
that these results explain less obvious differences between countries, CSR practices, and years.
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Thus, in all of the years of study, the organisations based in Japan and Austria have focussed 
mainly on environmental systems and reports (ENV2-3); in addition to the participation of their 
employees (EMP4) and the responsibility of their stakeholders (STH4) in decision-making processes, 
and systems and reports in the fight to counteract bribery (ETH4-5). 
  

Figure 13. Graphics for the interpretation of the G331 element of core matrix, Tucker3 analysis. (a)
countries; (b) CSR practices; (c) years.

Element G451 interprets the fourth component of the first mode, the fifth of the second mode,
and the first of the third mode (Figure 14). Since this element is positive (0.89), the countries that
receive positive coordinates in the fourth component, that is, those located in the upper semi-plane,
present during all the years of study a positive interaction with those practices equally situated in the
upper semi-plane.

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (+) × CSR Practices (+) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)
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In this way, in all of the years of study, the companies whose country of origin is either the
Netherlands or Norway attach great importance to environmental policies and reports (ENV1-3),
the health and safety of their employees (EMP3), the participation of their stakeholders (STH5), and the
systems for the implementation of a code of ethics (ETH2).

Element G541 interprets the fifth component of the first mode, the fourth of the second mode,
and the first of the third mode (Figure 15). Since this element is positive (0.71), the countries that
receive negative coordinates in the fifth component, that is, those located in the lower semi-plane,
present during all of the years of study a positive interaction with those practices that are also located
in the lower semi-plane.

Core matrix element (+) × Countries (−) × CSR Practices (−) × Years (+) = Interaction (+)
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That is, in all of the years of study, the corporations based in Italy emphasise their CSR practices
in human rights policies and systems (HR1 and HR2), the greater participation of their stakeholders
and reports on them (STH5 and STH8), as well as policies to counter bribery (ETH3).

5. Discussion

Although we are accustomed to associating sustainability with the care and preservation of
the environment, there are two more areas that an organisation must take care of in order to be
considered as sustainable: the social one—with the aim of achieving an adequate relationship
and a fluid communication with the people who they are related to it—and the economic one,
with the aim of achieving transparent management and a correct distribution of the wealth that
is generated. This research works with the environmental and social dimensions, and corroborates
that environmental policies, systems, and reports naturally occupy the central part of the company’s
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sustainability, since a company that neglects its environmental processes cannot be considered as
sustainable, without forgetting, in addition, the social pressure to disclose bad environmental news
(Ekelenburg 2016; Casey and Grenier 2014; Semenova and Hassel 2008).

In reference to the social dimension of company sustainability, a large part of the practices aimed
at maintaining good external relations with stakeholders acquire a similar importance or close to the
environmental commitment; these practices have forged a place next to the environmental commitment,
and are demanded in most countries. This is so because the CSR is based on the policies and voluntary
activities arising from the expectations and pressures from the stakeholders (Matten and Moon 2008;
Carroll 1991). These expectations come from the environment where the company operates and are
specific to it, so if companies want to receive the approval of the society in which they are immersed,
they must meet the behavioural standards imposed by those expectations (García-Sánchez et al. 2013;
Campbell 2007). A similar situation occurs with practices aimed at defending the labour rights of the
company’s employees, such as health and safety conditions, participation, and training; the companies
develop these practices in order to demonstrate that the commitment to their employees goes beyond
the levels of protection established by the regulations. In this way, the company can be considered
proactive and gain in reputation or social prestige, thus obtaining associated economic advantages
related to the growth and survival of the company (Jackson and Apostolakou 2010). The opposite
situation occurs with practices related to business ethics, such as those aimed at the implementation of
a code of ethics or policies in the fight against bribery; these practices receive less importance than
the rest, and may not be entrenched in certain countries or industries. However, they surely have a
place in certain companies, which, a priori, is to be assumed in less polluting companies, such as the
banking and financial services (Weber 2014; Scholtens 2011; Belu 2009).

This research contrasts the relevance of national identity in the sustainable behaviour of companies
with the finding of important national discrepancies, corroborating that companies are concerned with
what is important in their countries of origin based on the different pressures and expectations received.
Thus, companies coming from European countries are one step above the rest, highlighting those
based in the Nordic countries—recognised as welfare states—as leaders in company sustainability
with the highest levels in all practices (Welford 2005) and greater predominance in the social aspect,
emphasising the human rights of their citizens and the fight against bribery; they are also known for
occupying the first positions in the Corruption Perception Index, obviously due to its absence. The next
highest commitment is found in companies whose country of origin is located in Southern Europe,
partly because they present a weaker legal system than the previous ones (García-Sánchez et al. 2016).
Companies in these countries prioritise environmental reports and show a predilection for systems
that promote equal opportunities, the participation and training of their employees, as well as
systems to maintain good relations with customers and suppliers. In reference to organisations from
non-European countries, it should be noted that companies based in Japan only focus on environmental
concerns, leaving aside the other practices (Ortas et al. 2015). Finally, in relation to corporations whose
headquarters are centralised in North American countries—Canada and the United States—present
a lagging position in comparison with their European counterparts in sustainability terms, as other
researchers have previously discovered for microdata (Purdy et al. 2010; Matten and Moon 2008;
Welford 2004), especially in environmental issues, since companies in these countries give preference
to practices aimed at ethical issues.

6. Conclusions

The results show that the companies with the greatest concern in environmental issues, which
are the most sustainable, develop with a similar or close priority to these the practices aimed at
the development of management systems for labour rights and dealing with different stakeholders,
which arise from the employee relationships, as well as transparent dialogue and participation with
stakeholders. The practices referring to business ethics acquire a lesser importance for the companies.
A great instability is observed in its trajectory during this decade, which explains that said practices
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are not the main requirement of the groups that are both internal and external of the companies, given
the possibility that they are not entrenched in some countries; however, they can be accommodated in
certain companies, such as those aimed at financial services whose environmental concern is less.

In this research, we contrast the relevance of national identity in the sustainable behaviour of
corporations with the finding of important national discrepancies, which corroborates that the country
of origin of companies offers a series of facilities and barriers for the development of CSR practices.
Based on the results obtained, we can affirm that the country in which the firms are located is a
determinant of the CSR patterns they adopt and their evolution. In addition, we can determine that
there is a high level of homogeneity in the CSR practices implemented by organisations whose country
of origin is located within the same continent, and there is a high geographical proximity between
them. Thus, European companies are a step above in sustainability terms of the rest of countries,
especially in environmental performance, more specifically:

# The corporations coming from the Nordic countries, highlighting Finland and Norway, are
considered the foremost in sustainability terms, presenting the highest levels of human rights
practices (policy, system, and report), the fight to counter bribery (policy, system, and report),
strong environmental practices, and a strong commitment to the community. Firms based in
Switzerland and the Netherlands present characteristics close to these countries, highlighting the
latter in human rights and ethics.

# Companies whose country of origin is located in Southern Europe—Portugal, Spain,
and France—prioritise their practices in environmental matters, systems that promote equal
opportunities, the participation and training of their employees, as well as good relations with
clients and suppliers and the systems towards the interest groups and their participation.

# Other organisations based in Italy—a country that is not very prominent in the study—emphasise
their practices in human rights policies and systems, the greater participation of their interest
groups, and reports on them, as well as policies to counteract bribery.

# Firms whose country of origin is Japan only focus on environmental concerns, leaving aside
other practices. Companies based in Austria present low values in the study, giving preference
to their performance and environmental reports, the participation of their employees, and the
responsibility of their stakeholders in decision-making processes, systems, and reports in the
fight to counteract the bribe.

# Companies whose headquarters are centralised in North America countries, such as the United
States and Canada, are in an inferior position to other countries in relation to their environmental
practices, employees, or stakeholders; however, they improve their levels in those practices aimed
at ethical issues and of human rights, with low but similar results to those found for companies
of other countries, as well as policies in favour of equal opportunities and policies towards
their interest groups, or the importance of these as members of the council and relations with
the community.

The main contribution to the literature of this document is the usefulness of these data as an
essential tool for politicians and public managers in decision-making processes, since they facilitate the
observation of the economic, environmental, and social progress of each country, smoothing the road
to sustainable development with medium and long-term projections. The availability of these data
allows the identification of the structural drivers of growth and the establishment of priorities that
allow the design of more effective policies that lead to a greater CSR commitment. The identification
of virtues and deficiencies in national sustainability systems allows us to recognise where it is most
necessary to adopt or improve CSR practices. These analyses can also be of great help to company
managers in their own CSR strategic decisions, as it helps them understand the existing pressures on
the environmental and social commitments of those foreign markets in which they decide to diversify
their commercial activities.
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This document presents limitations that will be considered by the authors in future lines of
research. Although one of the main contributions of the study is the use of an international database,
the sample is restricted to certain specific countries due to the limited information available in the
different databases. In the same way, based on the results obtained, an interesting line of research
is opened in order to carry out an individual follow-up of companies from leading countries in
sustainable development and, on the contrary, based on those with a deficit in their CSR commercial
behaviour, facilitating a comparative study of the role that the managers of the companies, especially
the chief executive officer (CEO), could play in the CSR decision making. In this way, one could
understand the incentives that lead the CEOs of the companies to invest in CSR practices in the long
term in search of improvements in the sustainability of the commercial actions, and the knowledge of
this study would help promote the strengths and correct the environmental and social deficiencies
derived from economic activity.

Moreover, this document proposes that differences at the national level—the so-called effect of the
country of origin—are a key factor that must be taken into account to understand why corporations
differ in their approach to CSR; however, it is not reasonable to assume that national states could serve
alone as the primary unit of analysis, since there are several factors at the company level that influence
the practice of CSR, including the internal organisational structure and the industry in which they
operate, as well as the characteristics of leadership, the composition of the board, and the size of the
company. Accordingly, future work will be oriented towards analysing these limitations that may well
be considered by the authors in future lines of research.
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